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Abstract 
In HVDC system there’s no need to consider the synchronous stability and huge transmission capacity, so the HVDC 
system is widely used inlarge area grid interconnectionand high-capacity long-distance transmission system.And thus 
its potential applications in China are very broad. 
This research is based on the CIGRE HVDC Benchmark Modelin PSCAD software,the test system is often used for 
HVDC control studies as the standard system, we can add similar program and emulator to the main circuit modelfor 
different DC control equipment and control strategies[1]In this paper we deeply researched the bus voltage and 
current level in weak AC system. The results show that CCC is more stable than LCC, while the weak AC system 
befalls signal-phase fault or three-phase fault.CCC is less prone to commutation failure. 
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1. Introductions 
With development of the economic, basic national conditions of energy shortages and productivity 
unbalance, the distance between energy producing area and energy consumption area becomes much 
farther, which determines the inevitability of large scale cross-regional energy and power flow,for the 
advantages of no synchronous stabilityand huge transmission capacity, the HVDC system is widely used 
in large area grid interconnection, high-capacity long-distance transmission. And thus its potential 
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applications in China are very broad.With the full implementation of electricity transmissionfrom west to 
east Chinaand national power network interconnection, China will put more and more HVDC projects 
into operation, currently more than 30 HVDC projects are being planned now. The power grid of North 
and Central China are very complex, the electrical distance ofsome of the AC buses nearbythe DC impact 
point is far with each other,and theAC system is very weak. Weak AC system can easily result in the 
converter commutation failure, which will oscillate the AC system, and in severe even lead to system 
splitting[2]. 
Commutation failure is one of the most common faults in HVDC. Due to the interaction between AC 
and DC systems are very complex, AC or DC fault will cause the commutation failure and even 
continuous commutation failure;weak AC system or serious AC fault are more likely result in 
commutation failure, then it will threat to the grid security and stability. Studies have shown that the 
strength of AC system, fault location andfault severity will impact the commutation. 
Based on the CIGRE HVDC Benchmark Mode, we put a capacitor between the inverter and 
transformer, the new model is the CCC inverter.This papermainly researchesthecriticalSCR, single-phase 
fault and three-phase fault. 
2. The development and engineering advantages of CCC 
2.1. History and current situation of CCC 
Buseman first proposed CCC converter topology in the fifties of last century.ThenReeve further 
analyzedthe basic theory, operation principle and characteristics of CCC converter. 
To the nineties, along with the electric power electronic device and filter technology development, 
thermistors converter cost drops and higher commutation voltage drop.CCC converters can run safely in 
weak system, for this reason CCC converter was widespread concerned  
Domestic and foreign scholars have done a lot of theoretical researchabout the CCC converter.There 
are two runningCCC converter HVDC projects now: one is the Caribbean back to back HVDC project in 
Brazil, another one is the United States Rapid City HVDC back to back project. These two projects verify 
the technical advantages of CCCthrough the engineering practice, such as location, ratings, project 
configuration, operation, evaluation and so on. Also in Sweden – Polandinterconnection HVDC project 
the Polish side converter station was a CCC converter. [3] 
2.2. Project advantagesof CCC system  
CCC commutated technology mainly has the following advantages: [4-5] 
(Ⅰ) reduced the amount of reactive power compensation device; 
(Ⅱ) improved the operation stability of HVDC transmission system; 
(Ⅲ) can connect two non-synchronous grids; 
(Ⅳ) reducing the over-voltage of AC bus when system loads rejection; 
(Ⅴ) improve the power factor of AC side and inverter side. 
Recognizing the advantages of CCC technique we cannot neglect the added impacts of the 
commutation capacitor,such as the increase amount of harmonics in system which will cause harmonic 
pollution to the power system. 
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3. CCC system simulation model and the commutation failure criterion 
3.1. CCC commutated model topology 
Figure 1 is the CCC model. When there is no commutate capacitor, the output voltage equation is: 
 
Ud=ud0cosα- ଷగXTId                                              （1）
Ud: output DC voltage; ud0: no-load direct voltage; XT: transformer reactance; Id: DC current 
 
Fig 1 capacitor commutated converter model 
After string the commutation capacitor, the average DC voltage is: 
Ud=ud0
௖௢௦（ఈାఓ）
ଶ +（1-
ଷ
ସగ ߤ）（ΔU1-ΔU2）  (2) 
In this equationΔU1 and ΔU2represent the output phase voltage and input phase voltage in the 
process of commutate. 
3.2.CCC system simulation model [6] 
Figure 2 shows the simulation model of CCC system. The basic control methodsof the system are: 
rectifier constant current control and limitation of αmincontrol, inverter side the a constant current 
control and set turn-off angle (γ0) control, In addition, the rectifier side and inverter side are all  
equipped with VDCOL control,the inverter side comes CEC control. This study selected the commutation 
capacitor size is 60μF. 
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Figure 2CCC HVDC system model 
3.3.Commutation failure criterion 
There are two main methods to determine the commutation failure caused by external faults, and they 
areextinction angle method and the minimum voltage drop method. Extinction angle method is to 
comparecriticalextinction angle with the actual extinction angle, minimum voltage drop method is by 
comparing the minimum required commutation failure commutation voltage drop withactual voltage drop 
to determine the commutation failure.  
Voltage drop is the main reason of commutation failure for HVDC system, so this article uses the 
minimum voltage drop method to determine the commutation failure.The adopt criteria are: commutation 
bus voltage changes over 0.3pu/s, and the voltage is lower than 0.8pu, thencommutation failure happens, 
when the bus voltage return to 0.75pu, the commutation failure is restored. 
4. CCC converter system simulation analysis 
4.1. Critical SCR analysis 
We use CIGRE HVDC Benchmark Model which the SCR is 2.5 and the extinction angle γ is 15°, 
regulate the SCR to the critical SCR is 1.56. If we continue to reduce the SCR will result in commutation 
failure. 
 
Fig 3 current and voltage curve when theSCR less thancritical SCRFig 4 current and voltage curve at thecritical SCR 
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We can see from the above two figures, if the inverter side AC system SCR is smaller than the critical 
SCR, the commutation failure will occur, because the small SCR the AC system cannot afford enough 
commutate voltage. In HVDC system commutation failure will oscillate the bus voltageseriously,and 
impact the power system,and even crash the system. 
4.2. The single-phase fault in AC system  
String the capacitor between inverter and transformer, current flowing through the capacitor, the 
capacitor will be chargedso that the capacitor potential rises. Electric potential and capacitance potential 
will superimpose, and the inverter phase angel will lag behind the AC voltage angel, making the converter 
actual zero-crossingpoint lag behind thegrid phase voltage zero-crossing point for an angle, so that the 
system can commutate smoothly, hence the CCC willimprove the stability of AC-DC interconnected 
system. While the single-phase ground fault happens at the AC bus, for LCC system the weak AC system 
cannot afford enough commutate voltage, and easily result in commutate failure. As shown in figure 5, the 
system become stability at 0.4 seconds,0.2 second laterthe single-phase ground fault occurs near the AC 
bus,the DC voltage and current reduce rapidly, 0.05 seconds later the fault disappears,then the DC voltage 
and current rapidly increased,then at 0.8 seconds the voltage reach to 1pu nearby. But at 0.9 seconds DC 
voltage drop rapidly decreaseto near 0.6pu and then commutation failure happens. 
Figure 6 shows the DC current and voltage curve of the CCC system, at 0.5 second the system become 
stability,0.1 second later the single-phase ground fault occurs near the AC bus, and the DC voltage and 
current decrease rapidly,0.05 seconds later the fault disappears, the DC voltage and current rapidly 
increased until close to 1pu and then become stable, commutation failure does not occur. 
From the above simulation analysis we can see, in weak system CCC converter can guarantee the 
success of the inverter commutation,the adding commutation capacitor has a certain support to the bus 
voltage. 
 
 
Fig 5single-phase ground fault curvein LCC systemFig 6 single-phase ground faultcurvein LCC system 
4.3. three-phase ground fault nearby AC bus 
Three-phase ground fault is the most serious system fault, and the probability of its occurrence is very 
small. In LCC system the AC system cannot afford enough commutation voltagewhich will result in the 
commutation failure, As is shown in figure 7, the system become stability at 0.4 seconds, 0.2 second later 
three-phase ground fault occurs near the AC bus, the DC voltage and current reduce rapidly, 0.05 seconds 
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later the fault disappears, the DC voltage and current oscillate seriously and at 0.75 second commutation 
failure occurs, the DC current and voltage dropped to 0pu, at 0.95 second commutation failure occurs 
again. 
Figure 8 shows the DC current and voltage curve of the CCC system, at 0.5 second the system become 
stability, 0.1 second later the three-phase ground fault occurs near the AC bus, the DC voltage and current 
decrease rapidly, 0.05 seconds later the fault disappears, then the DC voltage and current rapidly 
increaseduntil close to 1pu and become stable, commutation failure does not occur. 
 
 
Fig 7three-phase ground fault curve in LCC systemFig 8three-phase ground fault curve in CCC system 
We can see from the above simulation, when the three-phase ground fault occurs nearby the AC bus, 
the LCC converter cannot commutate successfully, which will oscillate the AC system, while in the CCC 
system after the end of the fault the voltage and current will return quickly into the stable state, does not 
produce a large oscillation.  
5. Conclusion 
From the above analysis we get the following conclusions: 
1) Inverter side AC bus single-phase ground fault. CCC converter systems can quickly recovery to a 
stable level after the failure disappears; while the LCC converter systems cannot quickly recovery to 
the stable levelfor the reason of commutation failure. 
2) Inverter side AC bus three-phase ground fault.CCC converter systems can quickly recovery to a 
stable level after the failure disappears, series capacitor play a significant role to support the AC bus 
voltage, and the LCC converter system become unstable for the continuous commutation failure, 
and this will threat the stable operation of power grid. 
3) Although the CCC converter can support the AC bus voltage, it also results in the harmonic 
pollution to the system, so we need to add filter system tothe AC side, thus achieving itspragmatic 
value. 
Although this study is only a simulation study, there are some differences to the actual situation, and 
not considered the external environment, However basic theories used in this simulation are in line with 
engineering practice requirements, and the study has somecertain significance to the capacitor 
commutated converter systems research. 
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